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This booklet is a guide showcasing the best selling wines in our portfolio. On the following pages you will 
find our Top 25 wines along with all ratings and recognitions for each. We hope this serves as a valuable 

tool to you and your business.

For any questions or comments please reach out to your sales representative or contact us below.

101 Higginson Ave Building 97
Lincoln, RI 02865

www.oceanstatewine.com

401.726.9463 
401.729.9463 fax



RANKINGS

1. Cielo, Pinot Grigio
2. Bread & Butter, Chardonnay 
3. Line 39, Cabernet Sauvignon
4. Leese-Fitch, Cabernet Sauvignon
5. The Beachhouse, Sauvignon Blanc
6. Line 39, Sauvignon Blanc
7. The Beachhouse, Pinot Grigio
8. Bread & Butter, Pinot Noir
9. Line 39, Pinot Noir

10. Prendo, Pinot Grigio
11. Leese Fitch, Pinot Noir
12. Giesen Estate, Sauvignon Blanc
13. Redtree, Pinot Noir
14. Plungerhead "Lodi" Zinfandel
15. Sean Minor "Carneros" Pinot Noir
16. Sean Minor "Napa Valley" Cabernet Sauvignon
17. Line 39, Chardonnay
18. Viu Manent Estates, Reserva Malbec
19. Mommy' Time Out, Pinot Grigio
20. Sean Minor 4B "Central Coast" Chardonnay
21. Allan Scott, Sauvignon Blanc
22. Lolailo, Sangria
23. Peirano Estate, Cabernet Sauvignon
24. The Beachhouse, Chardonnay
25. Dürnberg "L+T" Grüner Veltliner



Delivering great value wines since 1908!

pinoT GriGio
Cielo e Terra is a family owned and operated business that 

strives to promote and develop the Colli Berici territory 
to it's full potential, offering excellent wines in different 
market segments all over the world. The company has 
taken the place as the leader of the large-scale retail 

trade in Italy, with an ever-increasing presence in foreign 
markets.

The Berici Hills (Colli Berici) is a mountain range of 
ancient volcanic origin rising between Verona and Padua, 
whose northern slope hosts the City of Vicenza. The hills’ 

exposure to the sun and mild climate favor almost all 
Mediterranean vegetation, so vine-growing has prospered 

here for thousands of years. Wine-making is always 
based on cold vinification and soft pressing to enhance 
both fragrance and complexity. Cielo promotes organic 
viticulture and agricultural practices to develop natural 
vine-growing. The “Eco” Project of Cielo e Terra funds 
a charity in Sierra Leone to build water wells. Water; 

essential to life and wine production.
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TASTING NOTES
This Pinot Grigio presents a bouquet of bread crust 
and green apple. It is fresh and versatile, displaying 

bright flavors throughout any meal. It pairs perfectly 
with appetizers, soups, fish and white meats.

Region: Delle Venezie, Veneto, Italy 
Winery Established: 1908 
Winemaker: Luca & Pierpaolo Cielo (4th gen)

AVAILABILITY
12/750ML. •   6 /1 .5L



Chardonnay
These wines are inspired by the bread and butter of 
California winemaking. The goal is to enhance and 
compliment, through the winemaking process, what 

happens in the vineyard. These winemaking tools have 
been expertly utilized to craft great fruit into great wine.

Bread and butter are flavors and aromas that develop 
during the winemaking process either through the use of 
oak fermentation and aging or malolactic fermentation. 
'Bread' refers to oak, which imparts flavors and aromas 
of toast, nuts, and dough. 'Butter' refers to malolactic 
fermentation, which adds buttery flavors and textures 

into a wine. Both affect flavor, aroma, and texture in the 
finished wine. 

TASTING NOTES
The color is a rich, deep golden yellow with bright 
flashes of brilliance. On the nose, it begins with 

a combination of bright tropical and citrus fruits. 
Then the notes of cream and dough begin to rise to 

the surface and balance with the fruit. The floral 
and oak aromas develop last. This Chardonnay 

opens up with wonderful flavors of apricot, lemon 
zest, papaya, banana and honeysuckle. Buttered 
popcorn and vanilla oak characters emerge from 

the background to soften the fruit. There is a great 
balance of acidity and richness that makes Bread & 

Butter both refreshing and decadent.

2BREAD & BUTTER IS THAT THING 
YOU CAN COUNT ON.. .

PRESS

90 POINTS
GOLD MEDALBEVE

RA
GE

 TESTING INSTUTUTE

2012 vintage

Region: Napa Valley, California
Winemaker: Gregory Ahn



TASTING NOTES
The Cabernet Sauvignon exhibits rich fruit flavors 
of currant and blackberry with hints of pepper on 

the palate. It finishes with subtle tannins that don’t 
overpower making this an easy to drink wine.

"VALUE BRAND OF THE YEAR" 2015 - WINE & SPIRITS MAGAZINE

"BEST BUY" - WINE ENTHUSIAST

where Do You Draw the line?

CaberneT SauviGnon
Line 39 offers consumers a selection of varietals from 
the Central Coast and North Coast appellations of 

California.  The 39th parallel runs through the heart of 
California wine country and is home to Line 39. Here, 
crafted wines are expressive of their dynamic regions. 

Line 39 wines are versatile and sophisticated, providing a 
wonderful complement to a variety of foods. Line 39 offers 
bright, crisp refreshing whites and smooth, subtle reds of 

consistent flavor and quality.
 

Line 39 varietals also include Sauvignon Blanc, 
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Merlot and Petite Sirah.

Region: Central Coast, North Coast &
Lodi, California
Winery Established: 2008 
Winemaker: Bob Broman
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PRESS



TASTING NOTES
This wine jumps from the glass with aromas of juicy 
blackberries, ripe blueberries, dark chocolate, and 
toasted walnuts. In the mouth; black currants, ripe 
blackberries, dark cherry, milk chocolate, espresso, 
clove and vanilla oak nuances. The finish is truly 

lingering with great tannic structure. The Leese Fitch 
Cabernet Sauvignon is an amazing value. It is an 
elegant and affordable addition to your next steak 

night or backyard barbeque.

sonoma’s storY, california’s historY

CaberneT SauviGnon
Leese Fitch owner, The Other Guys, is part of the 

Don Sebastiani family of companies. One of the oldest 
winegrowing families in California. 

In 2010, The Other Guys was taken over by its current 
president, August Sebastiani (fourth generation). August and 
his sister Mia strive to reclaim the time-honored philosophy 
of a hard-working, family-run operation while maintaining 
their reputation as being one of Sonoma County’s premier-

quality wine producers.
The wines of Leese Fitch celebrate the restoration of the 
Leese Fitch building located in Sonoma Square. Built in 

1836, this historical landmark in Sonoma Plaza was named 
after Jacob Leese and Henry Fitch, brothers-in-law to General 

Mariano Vallejo, the founder of the town of Sonoma.
All Leese Fitch wines are sealed with a revolutionary wine 
closure known as a ZORK closer. This innovative lid offers 
the convenience of a screw cap and the celebration of cork. 

This closure is easy to remove by hand, simple to reseal and is 
completely recyclable. No corkscrew. No crumbling. 

No cork taint. No worries!

PRESS

90 POINTS

Region: Sonoma County, California
Winery Established: 2005 
Winemaker: Gregory Kitchens
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2013 vintage



reach for the Beach!

SauviGnon blanC
The Beachhouse wines namesake is inspired by the 
exotic, culturally diverse enclave of food, wine and 

lifestyle experiences that is the magnificent city of Cape 
Town, South Africa. Surrounded by the mighty Indian 

and Atlantic Oceans, and home to vineyards of over 350 
years old, this coastal region produces a unique offering 

of delicious, food friendly wines crafted by iconic 
winemaker, Douglas Green.

The Beachhouse delivers young wines with citrus flavors 
that appeal to a broad consumer base and has one of the 
best quality-to-value ratios on the market today. Producer 

Douglas Green has been hailed as a “Value Superstar” 
by Wine Enthusiast magazine. Since its introduction 
in select east coast states in the spring of 2011, it has 
quickly become the #1 selling South African brand 

in America. 
These wines are sustainably produced and all provide 

eye-catching, coastal themed packaging – great for 
displays and on-premise dining.

PRESS

Region: Western Cape, South Africa
Winery Established: 2009 
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88 POINTS

2013 vintage

TASTING NOTES
Twinkling, bright, and pale straw colored. Shows playful 
lemongrass and gooseberry aromas, layered with hints 

of honeysuckle and tangerine that race across the palate 
in a refreshing burst of tantalizing citrus fruit. This wine 

finishes with a vibrant crispness.



where Do You Draw the line?

SauviGnon blanC
Line 39 offers consumers a selection of varietals from 
the Central Coast and North Coast appellations of 

California.  The 39th parallel runs through the heart of 
California wine country and is home to Line 39. Here, 
crafted wines are expressive of their dynamic regions. 

Line 39 wines are versatile and sophisticated, providing a 
wonderful complement to a variety of foods. Line 39 offers 
bright, crisp refreshing whites and smooth, subtle reds of 

consistent flavor and quality.
 

Line 39 varietals also include Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Merlot and Petite Sirah.

TASTING NOTES
Vibrant aromas of grapefruit and lemon citrus, 

with subtle grassy characters. On the palate, this 
wine does not disappoint with refreshing flavors 

of grapefruit, lime and lemon, balanced by bright, 
crisp acidity on the finish.

PRESS

Region: Lake County & Clarksburg, California
Winery Established: 2008 
Winemaker: Bob Broman
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#5 LARGEST DOMESTIC SAUVIGNON BLANC IN BOSTON MARKET
BETWEEN $7-$9 – NIELSEN DATA (2014)



TASTING NOTES
The Beachhouse Pinot Grigio is a bright, pale gold 
with deliciously inviting fruit aromas and flavors. It 
tastes like a fiery Italian affair packed with peachy 

gusto, pineapple zeal and citrus zing, finishing with 
a satisfying fruity freshness. 

Region: Pavia, Italy
Winery Established: 2009 
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PRESS

reach for the Beach!

pinoT GriGio
The Beachhouse wines namesake is inspired by the 
exotic, culturally diverse enclave of food, wine and 

lifestyle experiences that is the magnificent city of Cape 
Town, South Africa. Surrounded by the mighty Indian 

and Atlantic Oceans, and home to vineyards of over 350 
years old, this coastal region produces a unique offering 

of delicious, food friendly wines crafted by iconic 
winemaker, Douglas Green.

The Beachhouse delivers young wines with citrus flavors 
that appeal to a broad consumer base and has one of the 
best quality-to-value ratios on the market today. Producer 

Douglas Green has been hailed as a “Value Superstar” 
by Wine Enthusiast magazine. Since its introduction 
in select east coast states in the spring of 2011, it has 
quickly become the #1 selling South African brand 

in America.



pinoT noir
These wines are inspired by the bread and butter of 
California winemaking. The goal is to enhance and 
compliment, through the winemaking process, what 

happens in the vineyard. These winemaking tools have 
been expertly utilized to craft great fruit into great wine.

Bread and butter are flavors and aromas that develop 
during the winemaking process either through the use of 
oak fermentation and aging or malolactic fermentation. 
'Bread' refers to oak, which imparts flavors and aromas 
of toast, nuts, and dough. 'Butter' refers to malolactic 
fermentation, which adds buttery flavors and textures 

into a wine. Both affect flavor, aroma, and texture in the 
finished wine. 

TASTING NOTES
The wine is a bright, lively garnet red with flashes 
of light that almost make the wine sparkle. On the 

nose, there is a wonderful sense of integration. 
There are nostalgic aromas of cherry cola, vanilla 
tapioca, and jasmine tea with hints of roses, anise 

and eucalyptus. The balance and integration 
continues on the palate. Black cherry, orange peel, 

rhubarb and floral tea mingle with hints of caramel, 
mint and white pepper on a background of toast. It 
is a light, bright and elegant wine- the way a Pinot 

Noir should be. 
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PRESS

91 POINTS
GOLD MEDALBEVE

RA
GE

 TESTING INSTUTUTE

2012 vintage

BREAD & BUTTER IS THAT THING 
YOU CAN COUNT ON.. .

Region: Napa Valley, California
Winemaker: Gregory Ahn



where Do You Draw the line?

pinoT noir
Line 39 offers consumers a selection of varietals from 
the Central Coast and North Coast appellations of 

California.  The 39th parallel runs through the heart of 
California wine country and is home to Line 39. Here, 
crafted wines are expressive of their dynamic regions. 

Line 39 wines are versatile and sophisticated, providing a 
wonderful complement to a variety of foods. Line 39 offers 
bright, crisp refreshing whites and smooth, subtle reds of 

consistent flavor and quality.
 

Line 39 varietals also include Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Merlot and Petite Sirah.

TASTING NOTES
This fruit driven Pinot Noir has delicate aromas of 

strawberries with rich fruit flavors of raspberries and 
cherries on the palate and soft, supple tannins. 
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Region: Central Coast & Lodi, California
Winery Established: 2008 
Winemaker: Bob Broman

PRESS

90 POINTS - "TOP 100 VALUE WINES"
2015 - WINE ENTHUSIAST



pinoT GriGio
Back in 1869, the founder of the Wilhelm Walch Winery 

showed visionary zeal in converting a simple Jesuit 
convent into a deep underground cellar, right in the heart 

of the small medieval town of Tramin in the beautiful, 
world-class winemaking district of Alto Adige.

In the last decades, the Walch family has carefully 
expanded their historical winery and purchased several 

vineyards that have thrived in the rich soil of the region. 
The premium quality of their products has gained 
respectability throughout the entire wine district.

The historical stone cellar has gained international 
notability renown for its detailed oak casks, hand-carved 

in 1880. Alto Adige is the finest region in Italy for growing 
Pinot Grigio and the winery's minimal intervention 

promotes flavor to the fullest extent.

TASTING NOTES
Bright, straw yellow in color. It has gentle, 

pronounced aromas reminiscent of mature, yellow 
fruits and is harmonic and smooth on the palate. 

It is fresh with an intense finish.

Region: Alto Adige, Italy
Winery Established: 1869 
Winemaker: Gian Franco Faustin

PRESS
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“Winery of the year”

HONORING THE ROOTS OF WINEMAKING 
IN ALTO ADIGE

2012



SONOMA’S STORY, 
CALIFORNIA’S HISTORY

pinoT noir
Leese Fitch owner, 3 Badge Bev. , is part of the Don 
Sebastiani family of companies. One of the oldest 

winegrowing families in California. 

The wines of Leese Fitch celebrate the restoration of the 
Leese Fitch building located in Sonoma Square. Built 
in 1836, this historical landmark in Sonoma Plaza was 
named after Jacob Leese and Henry Fitch, brothers-in-

law to General Mariano Vallejo, the founder of the town 
of Sonoma.

3 Badge incorporates the ZORK closer, a revolutionary 
wine closure with the convenience of screw cap and the 
celebration of cork. ZORK is, easy to remove by hand, 

simple to reseal and is completely recyclable. No corkscrew. 
No crumbling. No cork taint. No worries…

Region: Sonoma County, California
Winery Established: 2010 

TASTING NOTES
Dark garnet in color, this Pinot Noir smells of ripe 

fruit from the orchard; sweet plum, raspberry cobbler, 
Bing cherry, with vanilla whipped cream and just 
a hint of apricot. The flavors start ripe with cherry 

preserves, summer plum, fresh strawberry pie, brioche, 
and finishes with hints of earthy notes, portabella 

mushroom, clove spice, and dried cranberry..
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90 POINTS - THE TASTING PANEL V.2013

88 POINTS "BEST BUY" - WINE ENTHUSIAST  V.2013

PRESS



ESTATE
SauviGnon blanC

The Giesen Estate Sauvignon Blanc is a blend of 60 
vineyards, spread across the length and breadth of 

Marlborough’s famed Wairau Valley. This vintage also 
has a small selection of fruit from the more southern 

Awatere Valley. The soils range from free draining 
alluvial/silt to clay loams. Having such a range of 

vineyards offers a wide range of maturity parameters in 
terms of sugar and acid profile, but also a huge aroma 
and flavour spectrum. Our philosophy is to crop vines 
in balance with each site optimising the vines ability 

to ripen fruit evenly and consistently to produce wines 
that reflect the true terroir of each site. We feel this 
is a true representation of the classic Marlborough 

Sauvignon Blanc.

Region: Marlborough, New Zealand
Winemakers : Andrew Blake, Anna Kingscote 
and Hamish Kempthrome

TASTING NOTES
Zesty and vibrant, with a base of rich tropical fruit, 
kaffir lime, lemon grass and herb aromas. Generous 

fruit flavors on the palate to the core, with juicy 
acidity and a fresh, dry finish.

89 POINTS - "TOP 100 VALUE WINES OF 2015" 
WINE SPECTATOR V.2014

90 POINTS - THE TASTING PANEL  V.2014

PRESS
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Rooted in California

pinoT noir
Redtree offers consumers fresh, fruit forward, distinctive 
varietals of consistent quality and exceptional value that 
are ready for immediate consumption. These wines are 
ideal as an aperitif and complement everyday meals as 

well as special occasions.

Roy Cecchetti was enjoying a glass of wine with his 22 
year old daughter in his backyard when she mentioned 
how much she loves the beautiful Oak tree growing in 
the middle of the yard.  “That tree captured something 

special for us,” says Roy Cecchetti, a long time wine 
industry veteran.  “It was a symbol of the beautiful 

moments that nature provides for us here in California.  
Wine is a way of capturing those moments.” 

 Like that tree, “redtree” wines are rooted in California, 
and celebrate the natural beauty of the Golden State.

TASTING NOTES
Displays aromas of fresh fruits and strawberries, 

with a hint of oak in the background. This lighter-
bodied wine provides cherry flavors on the palate 
and more red fruits, finishing with soft tannins.

Region: California
Winery Established: 2008 
Winemaker: Bob Broman

PRESS
"ONE OF THE WINE INDUSTRIES RISING STARS"

NIELSEN DATA (2014)
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MADE FOR CHARACTERS 
WITH CHARACTER

lodi Zinfandel
Plungerhead is Zinfandel for Zinfandel lovers; made with 

character for characters. An avant-garde collection of 
Zinfandels from known California growing regions showcases 
your favorite Zinfandel flavors. Plungerhead owner, 3 Badge 

Beverage, is part of the Don Sebastiani Family of Companies, 
one of the oldest wine growing families in California.  

3 Badge incorporates the ZORK closer, a revolutionary 
wine closure with the convenience of screw cap and the 
celebration of cork. ZORK is, easy to remove by hand, 

simple to reseal and is completely recyclable. No corkscrew. 
No crumbling. No cork taint. No worries…

TASTING NOTES
Dark purple in color with a lot of old vine character 

notes. Aromas are reminiscent of black cherry, 
blackberry compote, aged balsamic reduction, earthy 
mushroom, musky leather, and smoky bacon. On the 

palate, you will find flavors of sweet blackberries, black 
pepper, cherry hard candy, and plum preserves.

PRESS

Region: Lodi, California
Winery Established: 2005 
Winemaker: Gregory Kitchens
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BEST BUY



pinoT noir
SONOMA COAST

Founded to celebrate the things Sean prizes most: 
Delicious, approachable wines; Expressive, terroir-driven 

flavors; Great value for the price; and Family! Sean Minor 
winery is a family business created to produce wines that 
consistently exceed customer’s expectations in terms of 

quality and price from vintage to vintage.

These wines have exceptional varietal character, expressive 
of their terrior-driven distinctive flavors. Sophisticated and 

welcoming, these wines are easy on the pocket book but 
worthy enough to serve on any occasion.

TASTING NOTES
Medium-bodied with cherry, cola, plum, and blueberry 
notes. It is well-structured and elegant, with lingering 
spicy/earthy notes and cherry flavors throughout the 
mid-palate. The vanilla and toast integrates well with 

the silky round tannins on the lengthy finish.

Region: Sonoma, California
Winery Established: 2005 
Winemaker: Sean Minor

15
APPROACHABLE TERROIR-

DRIVEN, VALUE WINES

AVAILABILITY
12/750ML.



CaberneT SauviGnon
NAPA VALLEY

Founded to celebrate the things Sean prizes most: 
Delicious, approachable wines; Expressive, terroir-driven 

flavors; Great value for the price; and Family! Our 
winery is a family business created to produce wines that 
consistently exceed customer’s expectations in terms of 

quality and price from vintage to vintage.

These wines have exceptional varietal character, expressive 
of their terrior-driven distinctive flavors. Sophisticated and 

welcoming, these wines are easy on the pocket book but 
worthy enough to serve on any occasion.

TASTING NOTES
Deep ruby in color, has ripe cherry, cassis and 

blackberry fruit aromas. On the palate, flavors of 
blackberries and raspberries, hints of roasted coffee 
and an earthy, savory spiciness coat the palate. The 
soft tannins and sweet oak balance lead to a long 

and lingering finish.

Region: Napa Valley, California
Winery Established: 2005 
Winemaker: Sean Minor
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AVAILABILITY
12/750ML.

APPROACHABLE TERROIR-
DRIVEN, VALUE WINES



where Do You Draw the line?

Chardonnay
Line 39 offers consumers a selection of varietals from 
the Central Coast and North Coast appellations of 

California.  The 39th parallel runs through the heart of 
California wine country and is home to Line 39. Here, 
crafted wines are expressive of their dynamic regions. 

Line 39 wines are versatile and sophisticated, providing a 
wonderful complement to a variety of foods. Line 39 offers 
bright, crisp refreshing whites and smooth, subtle reds of 

consistent flavor and quality.
 

Line 39 varietals also include Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Pinot Noir, Sauvignon Blanc, Merlot and Petite Sirah.

TASTING NOTES
 This Chardonnay is a rich, medium-bodied wine with 
hints of oak and lush tropical and stone fruit flavors 
on the palate. Crisp and refreshing, this wine can be 

enjoyed with a variety of fish and chicken dishes or all 
by itself on a warm summer afternoon.
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Region: Central Coast & Lodi, California
Winery Established: 2008 
Winemaker: Bob Broman

PRESS

88 POINTS "BEST BUY" - WINE ENTHUSIAST  V.2013



MalbeC
Viu Manent is a Chilean winery owned by the Viu 

family. With the third generation of the family directing 
the company and a team of highly qualified professionals 
committed to eminence, the winery continues to actively 
pursue the project that Miguel Viu-Manent began. The 

company has consolidated its position as a Chilean 
winery of excellence that is present in more than 30 
countries on every continent and the brand itself has 

been recognized internationally for the consistent quality 
of the wines and for its contributions to the prestige of 

Chilean wines as a whole.

The company has secured its position on the Export 
Market as a fine “boutique inspired” wine producer.

Sustainability and energy efficiency are priority issues 
being progressively addressed at Viu Manent through 
neutralizing the carbon footprint in transporting its 
wines and implementing light weight glass bottles.

The Viu Manent Estate Collection wines are youthful 
with maximum fruit expression of aromas and flavors. 
This line represents the purest identity of each variety.

V A L L E  D E  C O L C H A G U A  -  C H I L E

TASTING NOTES
This Malbec is intensely violet in color. On the nose 
it exhibits classic Malbec notes of blueberry, black 

cherry and spices. In the mouth, there are lush flavors 
of plum and blackberry, combined with notes of 

chocolate and coffee. A fresh acidity and soft tannins 
combine to give a long, elegant finish.

Region: Colchagua Valley, Chile
Winery Established: 1935
Winemaker: Patricio Celedon

AVAILABILITY
12/750ML.

OVER SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS OF 
WINEMAKING EXPERIENCE
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pinoT GriGio
We all know that being a Mommy is a difficult job. A 

Mommy’s time out is a well-deserved break. 

Mommy’s Time Out is an independent label of wines 
from Italy. These affordable wines are delicate and fruity 

and come from some of the finest vineyards in Italy 
where the best grapes are vinified, resulting in a long 
lasting finish. They are a great complement to food or 

can be served as an aperitif.

Mommy’s Time Out is available in the following 
varieties; Pinot Grigio, Moscato, Delicious Pink (Rosé) 
and Delicious Red (Primitivo). In addition to this label, 
Selective Wine Estates also produces the Dad’s Day Off 

Chianti as well as the First Rate Old Fart Red 
Wine (Blend).

Region: Delle Venezie, Italy

TASTING NOTES
This Pinot Grigio is soft and plush with well-

balanced acidity. The bouquet has notes of pear, 
citrus and almonds. The first impression upon 
tasting is crisp and refreshing. The Garganega 

improves the wines body on the mid-palate and 
adds length to the finish. 

AVAILABILITY
12/750ML.

TAKE A BREAK WITH 
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Chardonnay
CENTRAL COAST

After a number of years in the industry, Sean Minor 
started Four Bears Winery and began producing wines 

from premier appellations throughout California in 
2005. The concept of coaxing things out of the earth 

and bringing them to the dinner table has always been a 
fascinating concept to Sean and wine certainly takes this 

concept to its zenith.

Four Bears Winery was founded to celebrate the things 
that Sean prizes most: Delicious, approachable wines; 
expressive, terroir-driven flavors; great value for the 

price; and family. Four Bears Winery is a family business 
created to produce wines that consistently exceed 

customer’s expectations in terms of quality and price 
from vintage to vintage.

These wines have exceptional varietal character, 
expressive of their terroir-driven distinctive flavors. 

Sophisticated and approachable, these wines are easy on 
your wallet but worthy enough to serve on any occasion. 

TASTING NOTES
The Central Coast Chardonnay is a golden straw 

color and displays aromas of pears, apples and 
tropical nuances with subtle notes of butter. On the 

entry, pear and green apple flavors are framed by 
nice acidity, which integrates well with the medium 
body mouth feel. The green apple and pear flavors 

evolve into a hint of minerality that adds complexity 
to the lengthy finish.

Region: Central Coast, California
Winery Established: 2005 
Winemaker: Sean Minor

AVAILABILITY
12/750ML.

APPROACHABLE TERROIR-
DRIVEN, VALUE WINES
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SauviGnon blanC
Allan Scott is a name synonymous with wine in 

Marlborough.  As one of the first independent wineries to 
establish themselves in New Zealand back in 1990, Allan 

Scott Family Winemakers have made a name for themselves 
in this highly competitive industry. 

Family roots run deep. Nobody has more experience 
growing grapes in Marlborough than Allan Scott. He 
planted some of the region’s most famous vineyards, 

including the very first, and has worked here every vintage 
since.

With its distinctive combination of cool nights, sunny days 
and young soils, Marlborough is recognized as one of the 

world’s greatest wine regions.

The Rapaura area of Marlborough, along the Northern 
edge of the Wairau Valley, has become particularly prized 

and is home to the Allan Scott family vineyards. They 
produce aromatic, estate grown wines of high quality at 

reasonable prices. 

Region: Marlborough, New Zealand
Winery Established: 1985 
Winemaker: The Allan Scott Family

TASTING NOTES
The aromatics in this Sauvignon Blanc are distinctly 

tropical. Indulging the nose, the initial sweet 
passion fruit then gives way to hints of lime, classic 

gooseberry, and dried herbs. But it is the palate 
where this wine embodies all that is Marlborough 
Sauvignon Blanc. The entry is smooth and fruit 
driven, which accelerates through to a mid-palate 
burst of energy from the firm lively acidity with a 

lingering, mouth-watering finish.

PRESS

89 points

FAMILY ROOTS RUN DEEP

V.2013
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TASTING NOTES
Lolailo is the ultimate anytime drink: light-bodied, fruity 
and refreshing! Lolailo is made from grapes indigenous 

to Spain, with natural extracts of orange peels, and 
Mediterranean cherries and grapes.

PRESS
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2014 IMPACT HOT BRAND AWARD
shanken news DailY

all natural • gluten free

Imported from Spain, it is the fastest-growing 
Sangria in the nation. Ready to drink and a 

great, high margin BTG pour. Traditional recipe 
with ripened fruits infused into a classic blend 

of Spanish grapes. Made from the classic Sangria 
blend of Tempranillo and Bobal grapes. Bridges 
the gap between traditional wine drinkers and 

non-wine drinkers. Very stable with long shelf life.

SanGria

Region: Spain
Winemaker: Biagio Cru

Just Add NAdA!



CaberneT SauviGnon

Region: Lodi, California
Winery Established: 1881 
Winemaker: Lance Randolph (4th Generation Peirano family)

TASTING NOTES
Rich deep burgundy in hue with perfect clarity. 

Aromas of dark fruit, blackberry, black raspberry, 
and currant – with elements of toasty oak, 

chocolate, dark roasted coffee bean, sage and spices. 
A sip fills the mouth with blackberry pie and hints 

of rich, ripe black cherries, sweet oak and white 
pepper, while maintaining absolute dryness and 

firm, yet supple, tannins.
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Family owned and operated for over 100 years, the 
history of Peirano Estate Vineyards is a tale deeply 
rooted in Lodi history and the importance is felt by 

every member of the Peirano family.

In 1992, Lance Randolph, the fourth generation of 
Peirano to farm the 300 acre estate, began making 
Peirano wine simply for himself and to prove Lodi 
could produce desirable wines.  After considerable 

praise for his ability to make elegant wines, he decided 
to start bottling and selling Peirano wine using his 
estate grown grapes.  Since then, Peirano has won 

numerous awards for producing top of the line wine 
using many of the old techniques valued by founder 

Giacomo Peirano. Legend has it that Lodi was named 
after Giacomo’s famous racer horse, Alta Genoa, 

he brought from Lodi, Italy.

Nestled between the Sacramento-San Joaquin River 
Delta and the foothills of the Sierra Nevada, Lodi has 
an ideal Mediterranean climate with deep, rich, sandy-

loam soils and abundant quality water. Lance Randolph 
uses the best of his great grandfather's farming methods 

and implements new techniques to create the best 
viticulture practices.

olD worlD meets new worlD
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TASTING NOTES
Harvested from California  s Russian River area, 
The Beachhouse Chardonnay Wine offers classic 

aroma of apple, pear, and a hint of mango. 
Barrel aged in French oak, producing soft oak 

characteristics and a rich balance of its 
fruit fragrances

Region: Russian River Valley, California
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reach for the Beach!

Chardonnay
The Beachhouse wines namesake is inspired by the 
exotic, culturally diverse enclave of food, wine and 

lifestyle experiences that is the magnificent city of Cape 
Town, South Africa. Surrounded by the mighty Indian 

and Atlantic Oceans, and home to vineyards of over 350 
years old, this coastal region produces a unique offering 

of delicious, food friendly wines crafted by iconic 
winemaker, Douglas Green.

The Beachhouse delivers young wines with citrus flavors 
that appeal to a broad consumer base and has one of the 
best quality-to-value ratios on the market today. Producer 

Douglas Green has been hailed as a “Value Superstar” 
by Wine Enthusiast magazine. Since its introduction 
in select east coast states in the spring of 2011, it has 
quickly become the #1 selling South African brand 

in America. Green has also outsourced grapes for the 
Pinot Grigio and Chardonnay from famed wine regions 

of Delle Venzie, Italy and Russian River 
Valley, California.
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L & T STANDS FOR  
LIGHT & DRY

Grüner velTliner
Weingut Dürnberg is one of the wine estates that have 

been pioneering the development of a “new Weinviertel 
style". And Christoph Körner is a Weinviertel native 

with heart and soul – who proves with every new 
vintage that Austria´s most undiscovered wine-growing 
area has incredible potential. The wines: they breathe 
freshness and balance. And while they are crystal-clear 

like a Winter's night, they demonstrate complexity 
and finesse as well.

It can be said without exaggeration that Dürnberg 
wines comprise all of the virtues that are expected from 
Austrian wine. The cool character of the white wines, 

with their vital acidity structure, is the result of an 
exceptional terroir. Thanks to the excellent soils and a 
highly favorable climate, the grapes reach an ideal level 

of ripeness and develop vibrant aromas and flavors. 
Red wines from the Weingut Dürnberg vineyards in 

Falkenstein are distinguished by their power 
and fruitiness.

Region: Weinviertel, Austria

TASTING NOTES
Scent of green apples with refreshing citrus note; 

animated apple fruitiness on the palate along with 
subtle grapefruit and spices. Light, refreshing and 
very drinkable. A good example of a wine lower in 

alcohol exhibiting real character.

PRESS
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Questions, Comments?  Let us know.

101 Higginson Ave Building 97
Lincoln, RI 02865

www.oceanstatewine.com

401.726.9463 
401.729.9463 fax


